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Costa Verde
Ilha Grande Romântica
Round trip transport package – inn with breakfast - tours
Ilha Grande Romantic
It takes place south of Ilha Grande, on the south coast of Rio de Janeiro. It is the
perfect place to enjoy a few days with the one you love, enjoying one of the most
bucolic beaches on the island with its transparent green waters, as well as activities and
romantic environments that will bring you even closer.
1st Day - Your trip starts with boarding the transport that will drop you at the port of
Angra dos Reis to board the boat that will take you to Praia Vermelha in the south of
the island.
You will have the afternoon at leisure to explore the beautiful region. For the more
adventurous and those who arrive early on the island, you can take a trail of
approximately 6 km to reach one of the main attractions of Ilha Grande: the Gruta
Acaiá. Located 8 meters below sea level, the cave hides a spectacle of nature in its
interior: an impressive phenomenon of fluorescence. Another place we recommend is
the calm and wonderful beach Itaguaçu, next to Praia Vermelha. Almost deserted, this
small beach is an ideal paradise for couples looking for tranquility and natural beauty.
Enjoy the company and watch the sunset.
2nd Day: The Underwater Paradise SCUBA Dive or Baptism
We have prepared a diving activity that will take you to an underwater paradise that
few visitors to Ilha Grande have the opportunity to see. If you have any diving
certification (PADI, CMAS, etc), you are eligible to scuba dive and we will provide you
with all the necessary equipment. If you have never tried this activity before, then we
have prepared a Baptism, where the instructor will always be by your side, guiding you
through this natural aquarium. Scuba diving is internationally known by the term
'SCUBA' which is an acronym for "Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus".

Lunch (not included)
Returning to Praia Vermelha, we will have a lunch break on the beachfront (not
included). The local cuisine is based on seafood, and super fresh, often with the fish
being prepared immediately after fishing.
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Boat trip to Lagoa Verde
Lagoa Verde is a corner of shallow,
calm, typically green waters and is one of the highlights of Ilha Grande. At very low
tide, the islet of Lagoa Verde is joined to Ilha Grande by a narrow strip of sand and
rocks. It is one of the few places on the planet where greenish corals are found, hence
the name of the place. The marine fauna surprises us even out of the water, in a
spectacle due to the shallow depth of its calm and transparent waters. Vessels are
anchored and visitors can go down to swim or float.
For those with more experience, the place is perfect for snorkeling and swimming with
the small fish that are commonly found beside the boat. The underwater fauna of Lagoa
Verde is extremely rich, with several species of fish, as well as starfish, seahorses and
turtles. You'll find the greatest diversity of corals and fauna a little further away from
the shallower part of Lagoa Verde, but you don't have to go far to be surprised.
3rd Day: Free Day & Transfer to Angra dos Reis - Free day
You will have the day free to enjoy the calm of Praia Vermelha with the ones you love
or take a walk in the region if you want, remembering the two special places we have
indicated.
Check-out at the Pousada
Speedboat transfer to Angra dos Reis
The last boat departs at 4:15 pm, so it is imperative that they be ready at the pier
before this time
Your transfer back to Rio de Janeiro will be waiting at the pier in Angra dos Reis.

Incluído
Transfer Rio / Angra by boat / Praia Vermelha (round trip)
02 nights inn with breakfast. There are two options of inns with all the comfort for
travelers who want to enjoy romantic days in Ilha Grande
{First option: located on the beachfront, it is the option for those who want to enjoy
two nights with the relaxing sound of the ocean waves.
Second option: located in the forest, after a 5-minute trail, it is the favorite option for
those who want to wake up in the morning with birdsong.)
Tours
boat to Lagoa Verde
SCUBA Dive or Baptism
First aid kit
personal accident insurance
Does not include
Meals not described as included;
Any item not described as included.

